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#WeMatterAtWork
Internal communication 
has the power to transform 
organisations and working lives.
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Hitting our highest levels of membership, 
increasing our turnover and having the luxury 
of a surplus to plough back into membership 
services was the jam, cream, icing and 
cherries on the cake in a year when the IoIC 

celebrated its 70th anniversary. And, it turns out, these 
were solid foundations on which to base our changing 
strategies and plans as 2020 saw certainty disappear.

Without the excellent work developed and delivered in 
2019, the current new ways of working, different ways to 
communicate, and resultant pressure on people, cash and 
performance would have been much harder. But the IC 
industry – and IoIC with it – is a resilient one.

In 2019, IoIC launched its 70th anniversary 
#WeMatterAtWork initiative to reinforce how 
internal communication has the power to transform 
organisational performance and working lives by helping 

Suzanne Peck
IoIC president and FEIEA vice-president

A resilient industry  – 2019 was a 
year to be really proud of.

Introduction

people feel connected, engaged, and purposeful.
It continues the Institute’s work over those years to 
champion the role of effective internal comms in creating 
environments where people thrive.

I commented in May last year at the #WeMatterAtWork 
launch that internal communication’s ability to re-invent 
itself and to embrace change – not just as a profession, but 
for the people it motivates and connects – is why it matters 
at work.

And that is truer now more than ever. The evidence and 
stories of how IC continues to demonstrate why it matters 
at work were being shared last year and continue to 
emerge as communicators learn new skills, tread new water 
and deliver the best for their organisations – all at speed.

Within the IoIC, the HQ team continues to work together 
to deliver the best for members, to change direction when 
needed and adapt to the new membership environment.

2019’s success was the result of their hard work and 
dedication to our profession, working alongside our 
amazing volunteers up and down the country to open 
up conversations, share best practice and bring people 
together. Thank you all.
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L
ast year, we marked a year of incredible 
achievement for the IoIC. Not only did we reach 
our milestone 70th anniversary, we also recorded 
our highest membership levels in our history 
– more than 1,600 members – and saw our 
turnover increase by 28% and the achievement of 

a positive surplus of £50,349. Achieving these goals gives 
us the platform and security to enhance our work for the 
profession and ensure we have healthy reserves to weather 
new challenges. 

Celebrating our 70th anniversary was a wonderful voyage 
of discovery for me, learning and compiling information 
from our history and showcasing the unsung work of the 
internal communication profession that has transformed 
organisations, society and working lives. 

As well as looking back, it was also important to look 
forward and to reinvigorate our purpose through our 
#WeMatterAtWork initiative. Employees deserve to feel 
that they matter, and that they are valued and being kept 
informed authentically, truthfully and with respect. 

We explored the role of internal communication through 
our new purpose with articles, thought leadership pieces 
and our special card game to allow members to have 

Jennifer Sproul  
Chief executive, IoIC

2019 was a chance to reflect on 
our history and evolution as a 
profession, as we celebrated 70 
years of engaging and connecting 
people at work. We continued to 
grow our membership, expand 
our activities and connect 
our community with leading 
resources and guidance.

Introduction
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We are committed to a vision for a stronger, more 
recognised and strategically valued profession. 

However, sadly, like everyone, we are also managing 
the impact of Covid-19 in 2020, adjusting our plans 
and adapting our activities to a more virtual world. 
Although some of our plans may have to be altered 
or shifted as we manage through this challenging 
time, there are also opportunities – our ultimate 
goal is to ensure member value and that our 
community feels supported and connected in these 
difficult times. 

Thank you to all our members for an incredible 
2019, and to everyone that gave us their time, 
insights and support alongside our amazing 
volunteers and head office team, who make it all 
possible. 2020 will be different than planned, but 
our profession is standing out from the crowd as 
critical to business, economy and society.

I truly believe there will be positive times ahead. Take 
care and, if you need any support, always get in touch 
and we will do our very best to help you. 

conversations with their colleagues. We will 
continue to advocate for #WeMatterAtWork, the 
importance of communication and its power to 
transform organisations and working lives by helping 
people feel engaged and purposeful. 

As 2019 drew to a close, we set out a new strategy 
for the IoIC over the next three years. Our strategy 
is set out across four key pillars: 

•  Develop and deliver thought leadership and 
practical resources of the highest standards

•  Deliver a high standard of membership 
experience

•  Drive professionalisation and ethical practice 

•  Advocate for the impact of effective  
internal communication on organisations  
and working lives. 

Introduction
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Our purpose
In a world of constant change, internal 
communication has the power to transform 
organisational performance and working lives 
by helping people feel informed, connected and 
purposeful.

As the only professional body dedicated to 
internal communication in the UK, we have 
been helping organisations and people succeed 
through promoting internal communication 
of the highest standard for over 70 years. An 
organisation that communicates well with 
its people can achieve greater productivity, 
innovation, reputation, talent and retention. 
Because how we communicate at work matters. 
#WeMatterAtWork

Why does the IoIC exist? 

As the only professional 
body dedicated to internal 
communication, we exist to 
promote work of the highest 
standards through professional 
development, communities and 
thought leadership.

What does the IoIC do?

We offer:
•  accredited professional 

development for people working in 
internal communication

•  networks, guidance, practical tools 
and an ethical code of conduct 
to help people improve internal 
communication and professional 
standards within their organisations

•  thought leadership, expert 
insight and advice on internal 
communication best practice based 
on over 70 years of working in the 
profession

WeMatterAtWork

What does the IoIC stand for?

We care about connecting people 
within organisations through 
delivering the highest standard of 
internal communication. The learning 
and development we offer is built 
on data and insight, continuous 
improvement and access to the very 
best practice in the profession.

And our Code of Conduct is a 
statement of commitment to the 
highest standards of professional 
behaviour and sets an expectation to 
members to be the best they can be – 
today and in the future.
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              awards given out 

186

87

60

 training 
courses 
delivered

dedicated FutureNet         
events, attended by

delegates attended Better 
Connected in Manchester

4 webinars held with 376 
registrants 

11 peer-reviewed factsheets 
were published 

48 Voice Online articles 
posted and 7 new case 
studies 

24 blog posts 

4 issues of Voice magazine

Membership Professional development Regions and networks Awards

Content and resources

Conferences

increase in professional 
development

matched 
mentees  
and mentors

people took part in the 
Accelerate programme 

             students 
awarded the Masters in 
Internal Communication 
Management 

students  
awarded  
the IoIC

delegates 

67
455
19

21

37 34%

32

75
68013 students awarded 

the IoIC Advanced 
Diploma 

to Foundation Diploma and

6Hosted

650+28

delegates 
attended 
IoIC Live 
in Bath 

delegates 
attended 

Voice Live  
in London

Regional  
events hosted 

delegates 
attended IoIC 

regional events 
guests across our 
Awards in Scotland, 
Leicester and London 

IC newcomers 

1,658  
members

700 
new 
members

31% 
increase in 
membership

140+

2019 in numbers
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Activities and highlights

70 years of engaging and connecting 
people at work

In 2019, IoIC marked its 70th anniversary.  
We looked back at our rich history with a 
Voice magazine special, created a digital 
timeline and celebrated in style at The Post 
Office Museum.

#WeMatterAtWork

As part of our 70th anniversary, IoIC launched 
our new purpose, #WeMatterAtWork. 
Through a series of expert thought pieces, 
personal blogs and stories, conversations and 
our new #WeMatterAtWork card game, IoIC 
examined an employee’s sense of purpose 
and value at work by focusing on how we 
communicate with them. 

Peer-reviewed factsheets 

In response to member feedback in 2019, IoIC 
launched peer-reviewed factsheets produced by 
industry experts and reviewed by IoIC fellows, 
so you can be sure the content is robust and 
reliable. Topics covered: audiences, complex 
messaging, mental health, diversity & inclusion, 
measurement, change and planning. 

Delivering blended learning through 
our qualifications 

IoIC qualifications are pivotal to our role as an 
Institute to drive high standards of internal 
communication. In 2019, we overhauled our 
Foundation Diploma to create a modular 
programme through our new virtual learning 
environment, enabling students to gain greater 
learnings, feedback and engagement in a way 
that suits them. 

We continue to take these learnings to our 
Advanced Diploma and Masters programmes, 
which continue to give the best student 
experience around our already busy working lives. 

1949  
The British Association of Industrial Editors 
(BAIE) is established on 12 March. More than  
50 founding members meet at the National 
Cash Register Company offices in London. 
Their aim is “to raise the standard of industrial 
publications in this country”.
 
BAIE issues its first newsletter, 
Industrial Editor, in May.

1951 

A Scottish 
branch of BAIE is 
inaugurated.

1960
A major education 
programme is 
launched with 
London Polytechnic.

1974
BAIE appoints its first female 
president, Rosemary Jude. 

1986
A BAIE survey 
reveals that one in 
three members have 
spilt roles between 
external and internal, 
and the membership 
is made up of older 
men and younger 
women. 

1995 
Results from a membership 
survey shows an increase in 
women in communications, 
reversing previous trends. 

2001
CiB moves to Milton 
Keynes (where IoIC 
remains to this day).

2019
IoIC president Suzanne Peck 
becomes the fourth British president 
of FEIEA – the European Association 
for Internal Communication.

2007-08
The global financial crises 
wipes trillions of pounds 
off the value of shares 
all over the world and 
many countries went into 
recession. Thousands of 
jobs are lost in Britain.

2017
American actress Alyssa 
Milano popularises the hashtag 
#MeToo, as stories of 
workplace sexual 
harassment are 
shared on social 
media.

2018
Facebook is accused of working with 
data company Cambridge Analytica 
to harvest information from tens of 
millions of users without their consent. 
#DeleteFacebook is trending.

1989
In a lab in 
Switzerland, 
computer scientist 
Tim Berners-Lee 
devises the concept 
of a World Wide Web 
to share information.

1999
The number of internet 
users passes 150 
million at the  
end of the decade. 

1989
Demolition of the Berlin Wall, 
constructed in 1961 to cut 
off West Berlin from East 
Germany and East Berlin, 
begins in November.

1998
The Good Friday 
Agreement is signed in 
Belfast, helping to end 
decades-long conflict 
between Republicans 
and Loyalists.

1961-62
A pay pause is 
created to make 
Britain more 
competitive with 
its European rivals. 
It causes outrage 
among workers, 
with more than four 
million man hours 
lost to strikes in the 
first three months 
of 1962 alone.

1970
The Equal Pay Act requires 
men and women to be paid 
the same for the same 
work. Five years later, the 
Sex Discrimination Act 
1975 promotes equality 
and establishes the Equal 
Opportunities Commission.  
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1949 

George Orwell’s 
dystopian novel 
about government 
surveillance and 
propaganda, 1984,  
is published.

1949 

The Republic of Ireland 
Act 1948 comes into 
force in April 1949, 
and Ireland leaves the 
British commonwealth.

1950
Come Dancing, a 
televised ballroom 
competition show, 
launches on BBC in 
1950. It will run for 
48 years. 

1979
Margaret 
Thatcher 
becomes the 
UK’s first female 
prime minister.

1949

In November, former 
prime minister Winston 
Churchill gives a 
speech at Kingsway 
Hall in London, 
expressing his support 
for a European Union.

1949 
The Gowers Committee on Health, Welfare 
and Safety in Non-Industrial Employment 
recommends that the provisions of the Factories 
Act – covering space, ventilation, temperature, 
lighting, washing and sanitary facilities – are 
adapted for employment in shops and offices. 

1954
IBM creates 
FORTRAN, the first 
widely used computer 
programming 
language to 
have a functional 
implementation.

1955
Following the 
Television Act, 
advertising-funded 
commercial television 
companies begin 
broadcasting, breaking 
the BBC’s monopoly.

1959
The Unimate robotic 
arm is used in factory 
automation for the 
first time, in a General 
Motors plant in New 
Jersey. It will be mass 
produced from 1961.

1954
The first National House 
Journal Competition attracts 
124 entries – a figure that will 
more than double by the end of 
the decade. 

1959
BAIE has more than 500 
members. There are four 
active regions: North; South 
West; Midlands; and London 
and Home Counties.

The stated objectives of the Association:
•  Raise the quality of house journals.
•  Guide and educate newcomers.
•  Convince those in management who didn’t 

already know the importance of house 
journals in their employee relations.

Long-established house journals are 
seen as inoffensive, but ineffective 
company propaganda. Some 
organisations begin producing 
tabloid, Fleet Street-esque 
newspapers, often with the support of 
the new breed of specialist agencies 
asking chief executives more 
challenging questions and publishing 
provocative readers’ letters. 

1949 £0.02 (£0.75)
1969 £0.08 (£1.26)
1989 £0.62 (£1.50) 
2009 £1.25 (£1.50)
2019 £1.10
Amount in today’s money in brackets

1966
The first BAIE 
Fellows are 
created.

1969 

Membership 
tops 1,000. 

1962
AT&T Bell Telephone 
Laboratories launches the 
first communications 
satellite. making 
international live 
broadcasting possible for 
the first time.

1968
The Race Relations 
Act makes it illegal 
to discriminate on 
grounds of ethnicity 
by refusing housing, 
employment or 
public services. 

1953
The structure of DNA, 
the genetic make-up 
of humans that can be 
passed to children, is first 
outlined by scientists 
James Watson and 
Francis Crick.

1953
20.4 million people in 
UK watch the queen’s 
coronation on 2 June, even 
though there are only 2.7 
million TV sets in homes.

1958
The M6 Preston 
opens, the first route 
of the UK’s motorway 
system. The M1, 
between Watford and 
Birmingham, will open 
in 1959.

1976
A BAIE survey asks members if they want 
to see the association change its name, 
widen membership to embrace other 
disciplines and amalgamate with other 
comms organisations. All members say no.  
The survey also highlights the shift in role 
from editor to communicator.

1978
The first winner of BAIE’s 
Communicator of the Year 
programme is The Spastics Society. 

1976
Apple Computer Company is 
founded on 1 April by Steve Jobs, 
Ronald Wayne and Steve Wozniak, 

and its debut product, 
Apple 1, designed and 
built solely by Wozniak, 
goes on sale in July.

1976 

Shugart Associates 
introduces the  
5¼-inch floppy 
disk.

1971 
American computer programmer 
Ray Tomlinson invents electronic 
messaging, aka email, using the 
@ symbol for the first time during 
developments. 

1980-81
During the recession, 
BAIE membership 
numbers fall and the 
membership becomes 
more diversified. 
Chairman Les Holloway 
notes: “The common 
ground between them is 
communication, not the 
house journal.”

1983
BAIE launches the 
Editors Handbook. 

1983
Motorola 
releases the 
first commercial 
mobile phone 
– the Motorola 
DynaTAC 8000X. 
It provides 30 
minutes of talk time 
and can store 30 phone 
numbers.

1984-85
A year-long strike 
led by the National 
Union of Mineworkers 
(NUM) starts on 
6 March 1984, 
with a walkout at 
Cortonwood Colliery. 
Strikebreakers, known 
as scabs, began 
returning to work 
in earnest in early 
1985 when union pay 
ran out. The NUM’s 
eventual defeat 
weakened the trade 
union movement.

1987
PowerPoint 1.0 
for Macintosh is 
released. To date, 
there have been no 
actual deaths by 
PowerPoint.

1995
Following a name 
change from BAIE to 
British Association of 
Communicators in Business, 
the Institute brands itself 
CiB: Communicators in 
Business. 

1992
CiB signals its 
intention to become a 
management thought 
leader with launch 
of Communicators in 
Business magazine, 
replacing BAIE News.

1993
Adobe releases its first 
Acrobat software, and 
thus PDFs are created. 

1995
The earliest instance 
of a commercial blog 
appears on stuffed 
toy manufacturer 
Ty, Inc’s website – 
an online diary by 
Beanie Babies.

1963
President 
Kennedy is 
assassinated in 
Dallas, Texas.

1966
England brings 
home the World Cup. 
winning 4-2 in the 
final against West 
Germany.

1969
Rupert Murdoch relaunches 
The Sun as a tabloid 
newspaper. The first issue has 
an exclusive interview with 
prime minister Harold Wilson, 
though the front page is an 
exclusive about horse doping. 

1970
The modern 
feminism movement 
moves forward with 
the publication of 
Germaine Greer’s 
The Female Eunuch. 

1973
Britain enters the 
common market in 
1973, creating a new 
European block with 
a higher population 
than the US. 

1980
The Rubik’s Cube 
debuts at the 
International Toy Fair.

1984
Band Aid’s Do They Know 
It’s Christmas? raises more 
than $24 million for famine 
relief efforts. 

1985
Three UK scientists report 
that there is a hole in the 
upper atmosphere’s ozone 
layer, which absorbs ultra-
violet radiation from the sub.

1992
The Maastricht  
Treaty is signed in  
the Netherlands on  
7 February, founding 
the European Union.

1994
The first women 
priests are ordained by 
the Church of England. 

1997
Princess Diana dies 
from injuries caused 
by a crash in a Paris 
road tunnel.

2001 
Foot-and-mouth disease 
has a devastating effect on 
farming: millions of animals 
are culled and the cost to 
the sector is thought to be 
more than £800 million.

2001
Almost 3,000 people are 
killed in terrorist attacks 
on the World Trade Center 
in New York, the Pentagon 
and a passenger flight in 
Pennsylvania. 2005 

More than 140 countries 
sign the Kyoto Protocol, 
pledging to cut CO2 
and greenhouse gas 
emissions by 5.2 per 
cent by 2012. 

2005
The Civil Partnership Act 
becomes law, giving same-
sex couples the same legal 
rights as married couples.

2003 
Google claims a database of 
3.6 billion web pages. This will 
grow to 25 million by 2008. 

2003 
An updated Working Time 
Directive gives EU workers 
the right to rest breaks and 
four weeks’ annual paid 
holiday, restricts excessive 
night work, and means no 
one has to work more than 
48 hours per week.

2002
CiB produces its 
first ezine.

2010
In January 2010, 
CiB changes its 
name again – to 
Institute of Internal 
Communication, in 
the process dropping 
external comms 
categories from its 
award schemes.

2016
Jennifer Sproul is 
appointed chief executive. 

2017
IoIC launches its 
competency framework, 
outlining the core skills, 
knowledge and behaviours 
IC practitioners should be 
looking to build as they 
progress through their 
careers.  

2011
Siri is born. The 
new Apple iPhone 
4S, released in 
October, comes with a 
new voice-activated assistant 
that answers your questions.

2013
The Blackberry 
smartphone reaches 
a peak of 85 million 
subscribers worldwide, but 
as iOS and Android become 
more popular, this will have 
dropped to 23 million.

2016
Workplace by 
Facebook, a 
corporate version of the personal 
social media site, is launched as a 
news-sharing, collaborative tool 
for businesses. 

2016
In a referendum in June, 51.89 per 

cent of voting UK nationals opt 
to leave the European Union. 
Prime minister David Cameron 
resigns the next day and 
Theresa May assumes office.

2014
The largest ever outbreak of the 
ebola virus spreads throughout 
West Africa. More than 11,300 die 
iover two years. 

28.4m  
TV viewers of  

Prince Charles  
and Lady Diana’s  

wedding  
in July 1981.

55%  
Respondents to CiB’s 

1995 membership 
survey who are using 

electronic internal 
comms.

1949 1.6% 
1969 2.5%
1989 6.6% 
2009 7.6%
2018 4.1%

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Good two-way communication – and I say two-way, 
because to look upon journals as entirely a mouthpiece 
of management, is, I think, wrong – in this age, where 
big organisations are spread all over the world, is 
essential to enlightened management.
HRH Duke of Edinburgh proposes the toast at the Association’s 10th anniversary  
luncheon at the Dorchester Hotel in London, attended by 460 people, 1959

2018
IoIC and Solent University 
announce a partnership to run the 
Masters in Internal Communication 
Management.

I do not see why it (the machine) should not 
enter any one of the fields normally covered 
by the human intellect, and eventually 
compete on equal terms.
Mathematician Alan Turing, 1949

Now is the time to make real the 
promises of democracy. Now is 
the time to rise from the dark and 
desolate valley of segregation to 
the sunlit path of racial justice.
Martin Luther King gives his “I have a dream” speech, 
 Washington DC Civil Rights March, 1963

We are at the forefront 
of technology and this 
needs to be reflected  
in our name.
Alan Smith, national chairman, 1995

Engineer Neil Papworth sends 
seasons greetings in the first 
SMS message – delivered from a 
computer to a Vodafone director’s 
mobile phone, 3 December 1992.

11.5m   
TV viewers of Prince 
Harry and Meghan’s 

wedding in  
May 2018.

PRICE OF A LOAF OF BREAD
1949 £304 (£9,963)
1969 £962 (£15,109)
1989 £9,663 (£23,384) 
2009 £24,250 (£29,100)
2019 £35,072
Amount in today’s money in brackets

AVERAGE UK SALARY

1950 4.2 million
2018 38.4 million

LICENSED CARS ON UK ROADS

UNEMPLOYMENT IN THE UK
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BAIE was an important part of my life. 

Networking and hearing best practice from 

other companies was absolutely invaluable and 

still is. I’d like to see IoIC push further – when 

corporate incidents are in the spotlight, we 

should be getting a seat on breakfast TV and 

talking about how communication is the number 

one thing organisations should be doing.

ALAN PEAFORD, AERCOMM MANAGING DIRECTOR  

AND FORMER CIB PRESIDENT

F E A
T U R

E

Businesses began recognising that 

employees, as well as machines, could deliver. 

IC’s role broadened to explain to staff the value 

they bring and what they would get in return. 

“Internal comms isn’t there to make 

staff happy,” says Russell, now director 

of communications at Office of Rail and 

Road and head of profession or internal 

communications across government. “It’s 

there to provide maximum productivity to 

the business – and that doesn’t come from 

simply saying, ‘Please do this’. People expected 

to know why they needed to do something so 

they could make rational decisions.” 

Nita Clarke, co-chair at Employee 

Engagement Task Force, says leaders began to 

understand they needed to focus on people. 

“They are not just your key asset, but your 

only asset. You may have capital assets, but 

they’re wasted if the people who work for you 

don’t care about the business. 

“‘Productivity’ isn’t 

exactly a people word, but 

it was clear that people 

weren’t being pushed to 

their full potential and they 

were dissatisfied. There was 

a lack of understanding 

among employees around 

the purpose of the work they 

were doing.” BAIE’s most significant activity in the 

1970s was its management relations 

campaign, says Norman: “We organised 

lunchtime meetings for communicators and 

managers with prominent industrialists 

speaking and we persuaded Peter Parker, 

a thrusting young businessman, to be 

president.  He urged fellow directors to put 

up a warning notice in their boardrooms: 

‘Beware of the bull’.”

As attitudes to communications matured, 

the channels got slicker. 

“We started off with black and white A4 

newsletters,” says Kathie. “If you were really 

daring, you printed double-sided.”

By 1973, publications had gone tabloid, 

appealing to blue collar workers who read 

The Mirror and The Sun. Internal publications 

continued to follow consumer techniques: 

first, more colour; then magazine formats. 

Video became part of the mix.

Kathie recalls leading “one of my 

company’s first computer initiatives” in the 

early 1980s. “We had a senior director who 

cycled from John O’Groats to Land’s End 

for NSPCC and we wanted to highlight his 

progress,” she explains. “The idea was to 

put a map of the UK on everyone’s monitor 

and update how far he had reached. Every 

morning, we would phone him to get his 

comments on the previous day’s efforts. 

Today this doesn’t sound very taxing, but 

back then I had to first physically cut out a 

map of England and Scotland, Sellotape it to 

my screen and outline the image with the 

letter x to form an outline map.”

Listening to readers 

While many communicators cut their 

editorial teeth in-house, the professional 

standards and growing reputation of house 

journals started attracting journalists from 

the publications they were trying to emulate.

Alan Peaford joined BP in 1980 from 

the Sunday Times, to take charge of 

communicating with shipping colleagues 

through the staff newspaper. He came up 

with a novel idea to get shipping employees 

on board with the publication. 

“I thought it w
ould be a good idea to edit 

the paper from a different ship each issue. 

While I was there, I talked to the crew about 

what was in the paper. They’d come to 

my cabin or I’d go to the officers’ mess and 

they’d chip in to stories and choose the cover. 

When we did research, we found that the 

seafarers felt more empowered and engaged 

with what the company was doing than 

employees in other parts of the business.”

That personal touch benefits both 

parties. “When I worked for a construction 

aid to both sides.

“Day after day, it was the dominating 

topic,” remembers Norman, who was then 

the National Coal Board’s deputy director 

of public relations. “Management had a 

responsibility to communicate factual 

information with the workforce. Coal News 

spelled out the proposals for the year ahead.”

Kathie recalls the National Coal Board 

being one of the first organisations to 

demonstrate how increased and practical 

interaction across all levels of the workforce 

can have a positive impact on culture.

“During the strike, the chairman [Alf 

Robens] was advised to put the trade union’s 

point of view in the newspaper,” she says. 

“He gave the union a page of Coal News to 

publish whatever they wanted. It didn’t 

change the result of the strike, but it created a 

better feeling.”

 The strike gave rise to employee voice and 

something else: other channels.

“Collier managers were key in 

communication during the strike. They sent 

letters to miners’ homes,” recalls Norman. 

“We also had a phone-in news service, and 

our own TV news team produced films for 

monitors around collieries. The vast majority 

of miners welcomed what we were doing 

around communication. The media often 

picked up information from Coal News.”

Unlocking employees’ potential

In the 1980s, political unrest, economic 

challenges and shifting societal values swept 

businesses and agencies into a new wave 

of corporate communication that was more 

than just telling people news. The more 

inspiring business leaders were cultivating 

a spirit that engaged people to unleash their 

imagination and unlock potential.

When Bill Quirke, now managing director 

of consultancy Synopsis, joined PR firm 

Burson-Marsteller, he was appointed the 

agency expert in this new crusade.

“Making people feel great to belong 

goes hand in hand with employee 

communications,” says Bill. “And that’s great 

in stable industries, within a command and 

control hierarchical pyramid. But you had 

markets that weren’t safe and competition 

from other industries, never mind your own. 

In the frontline, employees understood the 

market better than the boardroom. Internal 

comms was formalised and top down then, 

and that’s where the grapevine came in.”

Organisations strived for more 

thoughtful comms – but the pieces weren’t 

fitting together. 

“We had a brief from one company to 

be entrepreneurial and creative, but its 

main channel was a tannoy,” says Bill. 

“We worked with Rover, and one of its 

newsletters was written for graduate-

level readers, but the functional reading 

age in the factory was seven. There was 

a disconnect between ambitions and 

channels.”

Suzanne Peck, managing director of 

Sequel and IoIC president, discovered 

internal comms when she joined Marks & 

Spencer’s press office more than 30 years 

ago, working with a team of journalists to 

produce the staff newspaper.

“It was called ‘staff information’,” she says. 

“It was pretty sanitised, happy information 

about new products and stores, and people 

news. There was little
 about company 

strategy or objectives. 

“The biggest change for me has been 

seeing the evolution from top-down 

messaging to useful, business-oriented 

communication that engages people and 

helps them do their best at work.”

A valuable asset: your people

In the early 1990s, many businesses still 

saw their people as dispensable. Russell 

Grossman was a senior comms executive 

for the London Docklands Development 

Corporation project and was briefed to 

persuade staff to move to East London. 

“I was struck that a lot of companies, 

especially in industries like manufacturing, 

regarded people like the desks and 

furniture,” he reflects. “If those 

employees moved to Docklands, 

fine. If th
ey didn’t, they’d get 

someone else. 

“Then there was the 1992 

recession, which was a wake-

up call that constant growth 

in business isn’t guaranteed. 

Society started shifting in how it 

cares about people.” 

A review of employee engagement was 

needed to shed light on the issue. Having 

previously worked for the Labour party as 

Tony Blair’s assistant political secretary, 

Nita joined up with David Macleod, co-chair 

of Engage for Success, to write a report 

for government: Engaging for Success: 

enhancing performance through employee 

engagement.

Nita says that before she and David 

wrote the report in 2009, “employee 

engagement was seen as soft and fluffy. 

We’ve moved on. Now many boards want 

to know about their people issues.”

Finding out what employees really 

thought involved a cultural transition that 

wasn’t easy for dyed-in-the-wool top-down 

leaders.

“You get engagement with 

empowerment and understanding,” says 

Nita. “It involves leading and managing in 

a different way, and moving away from a 

command and control operation. It’s hard to 

go from trusting your hierarchy to trusting 

your people.”

The desire for more open, two-way 

communication had been bubbling away 

for some time and eventually leaders had 

no choice but to embrace it.

“People had always wanted to say 

what they thought,” says Kathie, “but 

didn’t want to lose their jobs or be seen 

as a troublemaker or whistleblower. 

Management realised that if th
ey didn’t 

start talking to people in a straight way, 

they would get their information from 

other sources – the press, TV and, later, 

social media – and might get the wrong 

information. Or they might get the right 

information that management didn’t want 

them to know.”

Start at the end

Leaders saw that communication wasn’t 

just about keeping employees happy 

The Work Foundation has a common 

agenda with IoIC. We work with 

professional bodies and trade unions 

to advance working conditions and, 

in particular, create more good work, 

enhance employment opportunities 

and show that people are a company’s 

greatest asset. 

We were set up in 1918, as people 

started moving from rural areas to the 

cities, and factories were creating unsafe 

working environments. With many 

servicemen not returning from the war, a 

lot of young boys were going into labour. 

This started a philanthropic movement, 

with businesses coming together to invest 

in their workforces, as they recognised 

the value of health and education in their 

communities. 

What does good work look like now? 

At a basic level, it fulfils certain hygiene 

factors. Security of fair pay and rewards 

empower individuals to live their lives. 

That is an important principle to start 

with. Over time, it’s become apparent 

to organisations that human beings 

look for social aspects of being at work: 

purpose and meaning. Communication 

has an important role in strengthening 

social values, as good communication 

can strengthen teams and make our work 

more efficient and rewarding.

The thing to remember here is that 

there are different weights and measures 

to the purpose determined by the 

individual. Some people want to work 

for an ethical business because, for 

example, it’s helping to combat climate 

change, but others might be looking 

for less of a crusade. I recently worked 

with someone who was doing a study on 

London transport and he interviewed a 

London Underground train driver. One 

person’s interpretation of going up and 

down the Central Line every day might be 

KEEPING UP THE GOOD WORK

One workplace even older than IoIC has been 

helping transform people’s experiences of work 

for more than 100 years. Lesley Giles, director 

of The Work Foundation, explains how the 

concept of “good work” has changed.

that it’s a dull job, but for him it came down 

to local factors. He had control over issues, 

he was looking after customers, he had job 

flexibility around when he did his job, the 

company provided well for him. Businesses 

need to consider what is important in terms 

of the elements that make up good work.

Sometimes people inaccurately think good 

work must be highly skilled and professional. 

It doesn’t. It means working practices 

have to fulfil the collective issues of the 

whole workforce, but customised, with an 

understanding of your employees’ individual 

needs, whether that’s flexible working hours 

or workplace adjustments to accommodate a 

disability or health condition.

Leaders’ communication styles have 

changed – moving away from the command 

and control model of the 1980s, and formal 

appraisal systems. Hierarchies are flatter 

now. It’s more project-based and about 

developing high-performance working 

teams and building people’s strengths. From 

our research, we can see that outstanding 

leaders are those who have conversations at 

all levels and create open environments for 

sharing and problem-solving. 

More recently, technology disrupters 

and radical changes in business models 

have enabled flexibility to evolve even 

more. Technology means we can access 

what we want, when we want it, in real 

time. Digitally enabled applications and 

social media has supported new forms 

of teamworking and collaboration in the 

workplace. And the notion that people 

can communicate through global, shared, 

digital networks and video conferencing has 

transformed workplaces and where we can 

work. Businesses have got to meet those 

demands.

Many processes may now be operating 

through technology, but people still have – 

and will continue to have – an important role 

to play alongside machines.

I N S I G
H T

IoIC provides an important hook for people 

in internal comms, and has championed 

its rising significance. In the future, I 

think it will have an important role to 

play in encouraging people in other 

comms disciplines to move to internal 

communications and enhance the diversity 

of experience across the profession.”

RUSSELL GROSSMAN, HEAD OF PROFESSION FOR INTERNAL  

COMMUNICATIONS ACROSS GOVERNMENT

IoIC plays a vital role in building the 

credibility of our profession. I’ve been to 

almost every IoIC conference for the last 

20 years and can honestly say that at every 

event there’s been a lightbulb moment 

– I’ve rushed back to the office with a 

new idea. Meeting others in IC is always 

a reminder of how generous, sincere and 

caring we are as a community.”

KATIE MACAULAY, MANAGING DIRECTOR, AB

of internal communicators who 

think management use internal publications 

and channels to their best advantage; in 1986, 

BAIE members said 46%
 of managers use 

house journals to their advantage. 

        M
anagement 

realised that if 

they didn’t start 

talking to people 

in a straight way, they 

would get their information 

from other sources and 

might get the wrong 

information.

KATHIE JONES, FORMER IoIC CHIEF EXECUTIVE

company,” says Kathie, “if I ju
st rang up the 

building sites, I wouldn’t always get the 

information I needed. People would tell 

me the facts about the project, how long it 

would last, who was on the team. So I always 

tried to make early-morning visits to sites, 

and over a bacon sarnie they’d tell me the 

really interesting stuff face-to-face.”

It wasn’t all empowerment and friendly 

relations. In 1984, a union strike by 

mineworkers was, says Norman, “the most 

traumatic industrial dispute of the times” – 

and the industry newspaper was a critical 

F E AT U R E

1947 Daily Express                              3.85 million

1956 Daily Mirror                                       4.65 million

1966 Daily Mirror                                           5.12 million

1976 Daily Mirror                                   3.85 million

1987 The Sun                                            3.99 million

1997 The Sun                                            3.88 million

2009 The Sun                                      3.15 million

2014 The Sun                                  2.41 million

2019 Metro                                  1.43 million

– and leaders need to enable them to come 

up with it themselves.”Movement of trust
The whole basis of trust has changed, giving 

rise to leaders lifting their heads above the 

parapet to speak more. 
“Before, people trusted someone because 

they said something,” says Russell. “Now, 

they are asking more questions. People are 

saying, ‘Give me the reason why I can trust 

you.’”
“Employees thought leaders were in 

charge because they knew what they were 

doing,” adds Kathie, “but now they question 

everything. There have been spectacular 

corporate downfalls and people are 

suspicious.”In their 2009 report, Nita and David 

outlined four enablers of engagement: 

strategic narrative; engaging managers; 

employee voice; and organisational 

integrity. Nita cites these as the key factors 

that have improved internal comms in 

organisations. “The best organisations are those who 

want to make a difference and have a good 

and articulate story to tell around their 

purpose,” says Nita. “They have managers 

who know how to lead people, there is a 

respect for employee voice and opinions, 

and there is trust – there isn’t a disparity 

between the values on the wall and 

behaviour.”
A 21st-century IC team 

As the expectations of leaders 

changed, and channel mixes 

expanded, mainly becoming 

more digital and instant, the 

make-up of internal comms 

teams has had to adjust. 

This century particularly 

has seen a shift to placing 

strategic thinkers in the role. 

Communicators learn from other people’s experiences. 

It’s always been important to share and learn – and 

long may IoIC encourage that with vigour. In the 

late 1970s, we held BAIE seminars to put across 

the message of effective IC. I remember one trade 

union president saying managers believe their 

role is to bluster around making decisions, rather 

than dealing with the real job of communication. 

That message was just getting across. 

NORMAN WOODHOUSE, IOIC MEMBER AND FORMER BAIE CHAIRMAN

and telling them what they wanted to 

know, but about turning strategy into 

productive, turnover-increasing action – 

keeping employers happy. 

Bill Quirke started telling clients not 

to try and achieve employee satisfaction 

with comms. “We said focus your people 

on the task. Ask not what you can do for 

your employees, rather what they can do 

for you. Bend them to your will.

“If communication is a means to an end, 

start at the end. Leaders complain – they 

want scrap down or product development 

increased. So ask them what’s getting in 

the way. What do they need people to do?”

The biggest challenge, says Bill, is 

helping leaders crystallise their thinking 

and articulate what they want to achieve. 

This is where internal communicators 

started to make their mark.

“Leaders are used to thinking in 

abstract rhetoric. If a leader wants 

customer service employees to answer 

queries more quickly, communicators say, 

‘You want them to be more proactive at 

the telephonic interface’, and they think 

that’s posher, so we talk about ‘shifting 

the paradigm’ and they nod. You put 

it on a laminate card and send it out, 

employees mock the bullshit and use the 

card to wipe frost off their windscreen.

“If you tell employees instead, I want 

you to pick up the phone within four 

rings, people will say, great, we can do 

that. They are motivated by clarity.”

Increased visibility of leaders

Leaders feared that open conversations 

would expose weaknesses and damage 

their reputation internally and externally.

Alan Peaford, CiB president from 

1996-2000, used to persuade leaders 

and communicators to spend any spare 

moment out among employees finding 

out how they were doing.

“I saw at BP in the 1980s that leaders 

who got out there made a big difference. 

It was appreciated. Later, when I worked 

at Trident Communications with our 

client, the Department of Health, we got 

Tony Blair to talk to comms civil servants. 

Whatever you think of him, he was a 

phenomenal communicator. The people 

producing the department newsletter felt 

valued because he took time out.”

Leaders stepping out from behind their 

closed office doors helped employees put 

the pieces of the corporate vision together, 

and when the human barriers came down, 

people had a greater emotional connection 

with their workplaces.
AB’s Katie Macaulay remembers a client 

who asked two directors to share their 

personal struggles with mental illness 

in the employee magazine. “Their stories 

were extremely candid and moving. The 

publication almost didn’t go to print. 

Senior stakeholders were nervous. Would 

such openness backfire? Thankfully, the 

edition did go to print and the response 

from the workforce was overwhelmingly 

positive. Years later, employees still talk 

about that feature. The client went on 

to do similar in-depth interviews on 

important, rarely discussed topics, like 

bereavement. Readers started giving the 

magazine to clients saying it was the best 

way of getting to know the ‘real’ firm.”

Clarifying the ‘why’ of business 

The changing nature of employment is 

influencing workplace conversations. 

Years ago, people sought jobs for life. 

Now career paths look different: jobs are 

franchised; contract types are changing; 

the number of consultants are rising… 

Employees are loyal for as long as they 

work for a company, but no longer feel 

committed to stay. They are looking for 

new skills at one place to make them 

more employable elsewhere. 

More than ever, people need clarity about 

whether what they are doing is important 

and if they are doing it right.

“We’re more interested in the ‘why?’ 

of an organisation and how it may fit 

with our own values,” says Suzanne. “This 

means that IC teams have to join the dots 

more quickly and clearly to connect people 

and motivate them with the direction 

of business travel. Agencies have had to 

adapt too, to understand rapidly changing 

workplaces, cultures, channels and tools 

and how to best use them for each client. 

One size has never fitted all and agencies 

have had to look at how best to add value 

by sharing best practice and delivering 

bespoke ideas and solutions.”

When you run an agency that’s been 

around for a while – decades even – there’s 

a temptation to take the tried-and-tested 

approach. “There’s a danger you become merely 

solid and reliable,” says Katie. “That’s not 

good enough. Our challenge is to anticipate 

what’s next in a very fast-paced and 

changing profession. What does the gig 

economy, voice technology, AI and virtual 

reality mean for the way organisations will 

be communicating with their employees in 

the future?”There is no doubt that leaders’ need 

for, and reliance upon, internal comms 

has increased. There is a greater demand 

on them to be good communicators 

themselves because, says Russell, of the 

“move from deference to reference”. 

“People want the bigger picture, and 

leaders now need to explain that and 

stimulate conversations between different 

groups of employees,” he says. “That is the 

best way to deliver change. Everyone at 

work is an intelligently charged being who, 

given the same stimulus relating to change, 

will come up with the same answer as you 

The task for IC practitioners has been less 

about producing content and more about 

understanding audiences and how content 

can change behaviours and culture. 

Part of Russell’s role is recruiting heads 

of internal comms across government. 

“I’m looking for people with insight and 

experience in planning, strategy, evaluation 

and good resilience, and people who can 

really know their audience. The skills 

applicable to external comms must be in 

IC also. You need empathy and emotional 

intelligence. You need to be good listeners 

and be able to collaborate and build 

relationships. You don’t even need to have comms on 

your CV, says Russell. But you need to be a 

good comms practitioner. 

“Can you lead people into the 

organisation, so they give you respect – not 

for writing and sprinkling dust, but for 

being a valued counsel and understanding 

your business? You need to be politically 

aware about the mechanics behind 

policies and the politics – with a big ‘p’ in 

government, but also with a little ‘p’: can 

you read the organisation?

“You still need comms skills, but 

you have to recognise that internal 

comms is not just there to do it, 

but to show how to do it – to transfer those 

skills. 
This shift to helping internal clients 

craft content themselves is problematic, 

says Bill. “Sometimes there are too 

many communicators and channel 

owners competing for attention without 

consistency. Often, the thing missing 

from those content producers’ skill 

set is the ability to challenge. Internal 

communicators can give tips on writing, 

but it’s not easy to help people express 

messages more clearly or consider the 

underlying objective: what is the comms 

supposed to be doing?” 
In today’s volatile environment, 

communicators must constantly look at a 

shifting world and explain to leaders what 

is going on. “They have to be experts in the audience, 

rather than the channel, like media 

handlers or political advisers,” says Bill. “If 

you can say how people are likely to react, 

that’s a very useful skill. I think that’s what 

leaders will want.”Technology: help and hindrance

Technology has changed everyone’s 

lives, but, 30 or 40 years ago, we didn’t 

appreciate what was to come. 

Suzanne recalls: “We worked on big, 

clunky computers with tiny monitors – 

green type on black screens. When M&S 

got us a fax machine, I was amazed at how 

designed pages appeared magically in front 

of us and I felt we were really cutting edge. 

She describes the rollercoaster 

relationship with work technology. “We 

love the ‘always on’ ability to talk, learn, do, 

but often hate how it allows work to seep 

into our leisure time. What I’ve learned is to 

not see technology as a barrier, but more of 

a possible way to do things. Balancing the 

‘what’s possible’ with ‘ignore the noise, it’s 

just a fad’ isn’t always easy, but being willing 

to learn and try is important.”

The ease with which today’s content 

can be pushed, posted and published 

has contributed to employees feeling 

overburdened with information, or key 

messages being buried or missed. Ensuring 

that content is being received in the way 

people want, and segmented accordingly, is 

becoming more important.

“Companies try and amalgamate things 

into a single channel,” warns Alan. “But if 

people see too much of what they don’t 

want to know, they’re not going to read the 

stuff they do want to know.”

Social media was revolutionised where 

people get their information from, but also 

what that information is and how it’s used.  

If you want to know about a workplace topic, 

or get an opinion on the company you work 

for, you can search for soundbites or throw 

out a topic and get different viewpoints back 

in an instant.“One thing internal comms has had 

to cope with is the need to make content 

more transmissible through content,” 

says Russell. “You receive it, but what’s the 

possibility for you passing it on, through 

Twitter for example? IC practitioners need to 

understand the potential – the up and down 

sides – of that digital content. 

“When I worked at the BBC, when digital 

was nascent, my personal worst instance of 

an internal announcement leaking, outside 

to Sky News, was 44 minutes. Today, it can 

be in a news room’s hands in five minutes. 

The way content transmits around an 

organisation is instantaneous – it’s without 

boundaries. Internal comms practitioners 

need to be sharper and on their game 

constantly. They can’t come in at nine and 

go home at five any more. business’s staff 

need to be informed in concert with external 

messaging. If you’re making a stock market 

announcement at 7am, you need to have it 

the pub or on social media is becoming more 

important.”And with every smartphone able to record 

easily uploadable film content, the risks 

for organisations is higher. Leaders need 

to be more cautious about what they say 

internally or off the record, and employees 

at every level need to understand how their 

behaviour and attitude can offend. But that 

advice has been relevant for decades. Ask 

Starbucks. Or Ryanair. Or Gerald Ratner.

Seize the moment
The plethora of digital and technological 

offerings, the changing needs of employees 

and the strategic mindset shift are making 

the IC agenda more complex, but there has 

never been a better time for IC professionals 

to “seize the moment”, says Nita Clarke.

“There are huge opportunities that we 

never could have predicted for professionals 

in the IC and HR space to lead the agenda 

internally. People understand that all is 

not well in corporate circles. They can see 

the impact of toxic cultures and there is 

recognition that things still need to change.” 

The challenge, she adds, is to make sure 

IC work doesn’t become just “a branding 

exercise”. Communicators need to remember 

their role is to help organisations by listening 

to their people – the preaching style of old 

needs to be removed completely.

“Discussions like mental health at work 

would not have been on the table ten 

years ago,” says Nita. “People are being 

treated with more respect and feeling 

more fulfilled at work. At the heart of that 

are IC professionals. They have a chance to 

move away from simple broadcast – from 

the weekly email from the chief executive 

– to a rallying, more sophisticated way of 

connecting and engaging staff.” 

VOICE@IOIC.ORG.UK
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If you go back to our founding principles, members 

came together because house journals 

were cheerfully amateur and internal 

comms was under the radar. It needed 

to be taken more seriously. IoIC, and 

BAIE and CiB before it, have shown 

the pivotal work IC practitioners 

do. Looking to the future, we will 

champion the human – technology 

can never take away that.

JENNIFER SPROUL, IOIC CHIEF EXECUTIVE

IoIC and its previous incarnations have shapeshifted 

as IC has adapted and reinvented itself. The 

Institute’s ability to bring people together has never 

ceased to amaze me, along with the dedication 

and generosity of its volunteers and HQ team. That 

willingness to help individuals and organisations be 

better at what they do, and understand what great 

looks and feels like, is made up of loads of everyday 

acts that add up to a powerful movement.

SUZANNE PECK AND IOIC PRESIDENT,   

MANAGING DIRECTOR, SEQUEL GROUP

We asked:Percentage of internal 

communicators who 
think management 
view their role as 
valuable or essential.

Percentage of internal 
communicators who 
think employees view 
their role as valuable 
or essential.

71%

56%
61%

37%

1986 result (BAIE member survey)
2019 (IoIC poll)

Management 
realised that if 
they didn’t start 
talking to people 

in a straight way, they 

would get their information 

from other sources and 

might get the wrong 

information.KATHIE JONES, FORMER IoIC CHIEF EXECUTIVE

We asked:What do you consider 
to be the single most 
important benefit of 
BAIE/IoIC membership?

1986 (BAIE)2019 (IoIC)
Contact with other members  

Professional  status Information and  publications Other

31%
19% 26%

19% 28%

15%

54%

8%

F E AT U R E

Newspapers  with the highest 
circulation  in the UK

transmitted to colleagues by 7.05. That’s been 

a big change.”Bill agrees social media has “completely 

changed the rules” and is one of the 

reasons leaders have turned to internal 

communicators for greater support in 

reputation management. Twitter and 

Facebook are helping employees have 

their say about the workplace, which is 

great if they are advocates, but can make 

organisations vulnerable.

“Leaders have realised that trust in 

institutions has gone down, but trust in 

employees has gone up,” says Bill. “Having 

employees who can hold their corner down 

What is it?

According to the Cambridge Dictionary “to influence” means “to affect or change how 

someone or something develops, behaves, or thinks”.

So, it does not come as a surprise that being able to influence others is a critical skill for IC 

professionals, especially when it is done with impact. No matter if we are communicating 

with one person, having a discussion in a meeting, or designing and implementing an 

internal communications programme, by creating impact, we add gravitas, meaning and 

sustainability when it comes to changing opinions and behaviour. 

Influence and ImpactFactsheet

Whenever we are engaging with employees, leaders or any other internal stakeholders, the 

ability to influence and communicate with impact is a powerful force when we, as IC 

professionals, want to: 

• Drive communications and engagement programmes

• Shape organisational culture

• Move people into action

• Build and maintain trust

• Convince and/or negotiate 

• Establish ourselves as trusted advisors

• Connect and build rapport with senior leaders

As IC professionals, we often face situations when it is important to convince a peer or even 

somebody more senior. We might have a different opinion regarding an internal campaign or 

employee engagement programme – whatever the issue might be, changing somebody’s mind is 

a challenge that can only be mastered with the right approach and skill set.

Whenever we want to influence others and communicate with impact, we must succeed in 

building connection, trust and rapport. And in order to do that, we must look at and understand 

the science and psychology behind the human mind and behaviour.

In 2019, we continued to 
grow our membership, build 
our portfolio of activities, 
develop new initiatives and 
deliver practical guidance. 
Here are our top highlights 
from 2019.
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• Drive communications and engagement programmes
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• Move people into action

• Build and maintain trust

• Convince and/or negotiate 

• Establish ourselves as trusted advisors

• Connect and build rapport with senior leaders

As IC professionals, we often face situations when it is important to convince a peer or even 

somebody more senior. We might have a different opinion regarding an internal campaign or 

employee engagement programme – whatever the issue might be, changing somebody’s mind is 

a challenge that can only be mastered with the right approach and skill set.

Whenever we want to influence others and communicate with impact, we must succeed in 

building connection, trust and rapport. And in order to do that, we must look at and understand 

the science and psychology behind the human mind and behaviour.
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Activities and highlights

IC Careers

In our mission to make internal 
communication a career of choice and attract 
more diverse talent, in 2019 we launched 
our IC Career guide, put together by our 
FutureNet members. The guide is aimed 
at undergraduates and young people and 
showcases the rich and fascinating career that 
internal communication offers. 

We were also delighted to partner with 
the Taylor Bennett Foundation, a charity 
dedicated to helping black, Asian and ethnic 
minority people enter the communication 
profession. Through our partnership, we 
supported lectures and partnered to show our 
new guide at careers fairs. 

More specialist training 

IoIC continues to add more specialist courses 
to help internal communicators develop 
their skills. In 2019, we added Influence & 
Impact, Presentation Skills, Measurement & 
Evaluation, Diversity & Inclusion and Mental 
Health to our growing portfolio. 

Case studies

In response to demand from members, 
we expanded our range of case studies 
hosted in our Knowledge Hub. These 
shared insights from our award winners, 
showcasing excellence in campaigns, 
engagement, change, channels, wellbeing 
and what makes a great IC team. 

Expanding regions 

Being able to deliver local networks is 
essential to ensuring we are supporting 
our members across the UK. In 2019, we 
created new regions for members in the 
South and Cymru, hosting more local 
events and networking opportunities for 
our members. 

Here are some of the topics 
we tackled in 2019…

• Employee voice
• Unlocking a listening culture
• Communication noise
• Future of IC 
• Stress in the working environment
• Internal events
• Wellbeing
•  Creating workplaces where people feel 

enabled and enriched
• Gamification
• Successful agency-client relationships
• The role of the physical workplace
• Change communication
• Project management
• The evolution of IC over the past 70 years
• Brexit comms
• Supporting line manager communication
• Daring internal communication
• Communication planning
• Leadership coaching
• Crisis comms
• Data science 
• Is IC fit for the future?
And much more…..

Produced in partnership by FutureNet: The network 

for newcomers to internal communication and the 

Institute of Internal Communication

Starting out in internal communication

THE IC 

CAREER 

GUIDE

Produced in partnership by FutureNet: The network 

for newcomers to internal communication and the 

Institute of Internal Communication

Starting out in internal communication

THE IC 

CAREER 

GUIDE
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Income 2019 2018

Subscriptions £227,098 £173,557
National awards £127,930 £89,763
Conference £66,162 £57,485
Professional development £476,167 £355,226
Special events £7,501 £10,855
Sponsorship £35,383 £30,127
Regional events £51,305 £51,288
Sundry income £3,413 £6,758
Total £994,959 £775,059

Income 2019 2018

Fixed Assets
Tangible Assets £8,207 £9,328
Current Assets 
Debtors £230,813 £212,920
Cash at bank and in hand £171,854 £81,017
Creditors: amounts falling due 
within one year

(£287,883) (£233,954)

Net Current Assets £114,784 £59,983

Expenditure 2019 2018

Cost of Sales £604,498 £471,503
Operating Costs £340,112 £288,128
Total £944,610 £759,631

Operating surplus/(deficit) 2019 2018

Surplus/(deficit) before tax £50,349 £15,428

Net assets/ 
Capital & Reserves

£122,991 £69,311

The following summary of key financial 
information is extracted from the 
audited accounts for the year 2019. 

A copy of the Statutory Report and 
Accounts have been submitted to 
Companies House and is available to 
IoIC members on request.

Financials
Summary Income and Expenditure Account Summary Balance Sheet
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Company details

IoIC Main Board 

Suzanne Peck, IoIC President
Jennifer Sproul, Chief Executive
Kate Jones, Board Chair
Rich Baker, Board Director 
Liz Cochrane, Board Director 
Addeel Khan, Board Director
Andy Holt, Board Director 
Oli Howard, Board Director
Jane Roques-Shaw, Board Director
Justine Stevenson, Board Director
Andrew Harvey, Board Director 
Caroline Waddams, Board Director 
Andy Williamson, Board Director

Region Directors

Alastair Scott, Scotland Region Director
Andy Holt, North Region Director
Kirsty Bowen, Central Region Director 
Nina Ghataura & Daniel Lambie, London Region Director 
Colin Archer, South West Region Director
Catherine Finn, Ireland Region Director 
Laura Story, South Region Director

Head Office

Jennifer Sproul, Chief Executive
Sarah Magee, Professional Development Manager
Rebecca Nicholls, Events & Awards Manager
Tim Beynon, Operations & Membership Manager
Richard Bowes, Membership Development Manager
Daniela Girardi, Senior Marketing Executive
Kirstie Godber, Professional Development Administrator 



Institute of Internal Communication
Scorpio House,
Rockingham Drive,
Linford Wood,
Milton Keynes
MK14 6LY

Tel: 01908 232168
www.ioic.org.uk 
enquiries@ioic.org.uk

IoIC is a limited company, registered in England and Wales.
Registration number 781781, VAT registration number 216 2472 84.

http://www.ioic.org.uk
mailto:enquiries@ioic.org.uk
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